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Abstract: This scientific paper discusses how estimated spreadsheets functions in logistics networks 
optimisation. The suggested working hypothesis for efficacy of estimated spreadsheets in designing logistics 
networks is proved and a practical example. In this way the given model can be applied to all logistics 
networks of similar problem capacity. Logistics network model confronting estimated spreadsheets present a 
real world at a level needed for understanding the problem of optimisation of logistic networks. Applied 
scientific research for recognition of the set hypothesis is based on analysis and synthesis method, 
mathematical method and information modelling method. 
Key words: spreadsheets, optimisation, logistics network. 

 
Apstrakt: U ovoj naučnoj raspravi razmatra se funkcionisanje proračunskih tablica u optimizaciji 
logističkih mreža. Postavljena hipoteza o efikasnosti proračunskih tablica u optimizaciji logističkih mreža 
dokazuje se na praktičnom primjeru, pri čemu se prezentirani model može koristiti za sve logističke mreže 
sličnog problemskog područja. Model logističke mreže kroz prizmu proračunske tablice predstavlja realan 
svijet u stepenu potrebnom za razumijevanje problema optimizacije logističkih mreža. Primijenjena naučna 
istraživanja pri dokazivanju hipoteze temelje se na metodi analize i sinteze, matematičkoj metodi i metodi 
informatičkog modeliranja.  
Ključne riječi: proračunska tablica, optimizacija, logističke mreže. 
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1. Introduction 

The development of network of national, re-
gional and global economies provides possibilities 
for taking advantages of volume economies, i.e. 
development of greater number of logistic operators 
which will, besides the services provided within 
national networks, offer them on regional level and 
ultimately, on global level. Spreading of logistics net-
work leads to rationalisation in transport network, 
distribution network and decrease of stock within 
unique global logistics network. Technological break-
throughs, that form part new technology paradigm, 
offer the possibility of creating different structure of 
global logistics networks, which can be entirely 
optimised by use of information technologies. 

Therefore, the following hypothesis has 
been set: Calculation tables form representative mo-
del in logistics networks' optimisation, i.e. model 
once created for a certain problem can be used for 
solving problems in all logistics networks of similar 
problem area. Scientific research applied for proving 
the hypothesis is based on methods of mathematical 
and information modelling. 

 
2. Theoretical Characteristics of  
    Logistics Network 

Multiple networks between companies are 
becoming more of a rule than an exception no-
wadays. The world where single companies are 
competing among themselves for profit, in a kind of 
interpersonal market, does not actually exist. The 
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world of modern business is characterised by 
networks of social and exchange relations between 
companies and surrounding factors. Companies 
choose co-operation as one of the ways of achieving 
competitiveness, enter different kinds of supply 
chains or logistics networks. In this way, multiple 
networking is being created which has marked 
modern global economy, and has made difficult 

drawing a line between co-operation and competi-
tion. 

Complex inter-connected processes (net-
works) can be found in almost every kind of human 
activity, especially transport, logistics and economy. 
A network is made up of nodes and directed arcs 
connecting pairs of nodes. Networks can take all 
sorts of forms (cf. table 1). 

 

Table 1: Type of network 

Type of network Nodes Arcs Flow 
 

Communicaton networks O-D pairs for massages Transmission lines Message routing 
Computer networks Storage device or computers Transmission lines Data, messages 
Railway networks Yard and junction pts. Tracks Trains 
Logistics networks Plants, warehouses, ... Highways, railway tracks etc. Trucks, trains, etc 

 
Companies develop logistics networks in or-

der to obtain information, resources, markets and 
technologies, or in order to achieve economy effects 
of size and range. Logistics networks represent 
ultimate achievement of inter-logistic management 
or logistic chains management. In logistics terms 
network is the collection of locations and routes 

along which a product can be shipped. For example, 
a company needs to decide whether to ship products 
directly to customers or to use a series of distribution 
layers. Quick response to changes in demand re-
quires effective solutions by all participants along the 
logistics network (cf scheme 1). 

 
Scheme 1: Logistics network 

 
 
Logistics network in scheme 1 is made of 

four objective layers. Process of production is taking 
place down-stream from the production supplier, 
from production plant to distribution centres and 
from distribution centres to market. Logistics 
network can have any given number of objective 
layers. Furthermore, production layers sometimes 
take place down-stream even when semi-products or 
parts of products are being returned to production 
plants for finishing or when the products not 

intended for further sale are being returned from 
retail locations to distribution centres for recycling. 
In this way the there is no competition between 
single companies but between entire networks, and 
the prize goes to the company that has created a 
better network. Principle of operation is very simple: 
create a solid network of relations with key elements, 
aided by logistics operator as optimisation factor for 
logistic activity along the network, and the profit will 
follow. 
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Scheme 2: Logistics network in industrial firm 
Production Retail Trade 
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The network being created by global logistics operator between global producer and buyer can be 
viewed as follows (cf. scheme 3). 
 

Scheme 3: Global logistics network 

Custom er Need

Global Produc er

Outsourc ing

Globa l Logistic s Servic e Provider

Deep-sea c onta iner transp ort Conta iner tra nshipm ent

Globa l Shipp ing Line Global Term ina l opera tor

Log istic s Servic e p rovid er

Road  transport Rail transp ort Barge transport

Truc king c om pa ny Rail c om pa ny Barging c om pa ny

Custom er Satisfac tion

Transhipm ent Transhipm ent

Term ina l operator Term ina l opera tor

End Haulage End Haulage

 
Source: Prepared author according: Wiegmans, W., et. al.: Intermodal Freight Terminals: An Analysis of the Freight Terminal 

Market, Research Memorandum 1998-55, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, 1999. 
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By connecting supply and demand, i.e. pro-

duction and consumption, logistics operators are cre-
ating national, regional and global logistics network 
which can provide following advantages to partici-
pants in global logistics chains: 1) decrease of costs 
(labour, taxes, customs and other duties), 2) impro-
vement of effects for all the participants in supply 
chain that has been formed, 3) higher quality pro-
duction inputs, and especially higher quality logistics 
services, 4) opening of new and more distant mar-
kets, and 5) improvement of own performance thro-
ugh development of partner relations with other par-
ticipants of the chain. 
 

3. Spreadsheet and Problem of  
   Optimisation on Logistics Network 

In the realm of accounitng jargon a «spread 
sheet» or spreadsheet was and is a large sheet of pa-
per with columns and rows that organizes data about 
transactions for a business person to examine. An 
electronic spreadsheet organizes information into 
software defined columns and rows. The data can 
then be «added up» by a formula to give a total or 
sum. The market for electronic spreadsheet software 
was growing rapidly in the early 1980s and VisiCalc 
stakeholders were slow to respond to the introduc-
tion of the IBM PC that used an Intel computer 
chip. During this period, Mitch Kapor developed 
Lotus and his spreadheets program quickly became 
the new industry spreadsheet standard. In 1983, Lo-
tus' first year of operations, the company reported 
revenues of $53 Million and had a successful public 
offering. In 1984, Lotus tripled in revenue to $156 
Million [4].  

The next milestone was the Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet. Excel was originally written for the 
512K Apple Macintosh in 1984-1985. Excel was one 
of the first spreadsheets to use a graphical interface 
with pull down menus and a point and click 
capability using a mouse pointing device. When 
Microsoft launched the Windows operating system 
in 1987, Excel was one of the first application 
products released for it. When Windows finally 
gained wide acceptance with Version 3.0 in late 1989 
Excel was Microsoft's flagship product. For nearly 3 
years, Excel remained the only Windows spreadsheet 
program and it has only received competition from 
other spreadsheet products since the summer of 
1992. Definition of a calculation table within new 
condition of technological paradigm is being trans-
ferred to functional nature of calculation tables from 
the system transition application state viewpoint [6]. 

In such paradigm a calculation table is being obser-
ved as an entirety made of four main components 
saved in address lines of lines, columns and matrixes. 
Such observation is pointed to calculation table as 
function of computer supported complex mathema-
tical operation combined with matrix-network mo-
delling. Such approach leads to new definition of cal-
culation table: calculation table is collection of func-
tions and formulas which, when inter-connected, can 
support the logic of data flows and establish deve-
lopment of complex computer supported mathe-
matical algorithms to support quantity modelling of 
entire and complex problems. 

Following expenses can be the object of op-
timisation on a logistics network [5]: 1) material cost, 
2) acquisition costs, 3) investment costs, 4) produc-
tion costs, 5) costs of distribution centres, 6) costs of 
keeping stock, 7) costs of internal and outbound 
transport. Execution of optimisation methods by use 
of calculation tables has the advantage in possibility 
of physical integration of programmed routines into 
self-generated applications. Computer supported op-
timisation methods are created in a manner that 
allows them to be parallel used in other relevant ap-
plications, to the point that they can be physically 
incorporated into them. Such methods fall under ca-
tegory of computer-integrated tools of applied mat-
hematics. After programme execution the data rema-
ins permanently saved in template form, which is the 
basis for development of model base in logistics net-
works optimisation. 

 
4. Computer-Supported Model of  
    Logistics Network Optimisation  

In order to illustrate the part of calculation 
tables in logistics network optimisation we will 
further on deliberate on logistics network which has 
"i" production plants, "j" distribution centres and "k" 
consumer points (cf. scheme 4).  Production plants 
P1, P2 and P3 produce same goods during the period 
in question in quantities p1, p2 and p3. B1 and B2 are 
consumer points of the same goods with quantities 
b1 and b2. Every unit of goods is being transported 
from producer to consumer via one of distribution 
centres D1 and D2 which have capacities of c1 and c2. 
We will mark cij the cost of transport per unit from 
producer P1 to distribution centre DCj, and cjk as 
cost of transport from distribution centre DCj to 
buyer Bk. This is a classic two-layer transport prob-
lem [3, 161-162] because the transport is done from 
the place of production to the place of consumption 
through distribution centres. 
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Scheme 4: Crossdocking 
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One can ask which are the reasons that 
speak in favour of distribution centres in a logistics 
network. The reasons are many [1], and we will state 
only three: 1) decrease distribution costs (degression 
effect of cost from producer to distribution centres 
due to quantities being transported), 2) decrease of 
delivery time (from distribution centre to buyer due 

to stock), 3) possibility of combining shipments for 
one buyer with the possibility of reduction of 
transport costs. As the costs of shipments' 
processing in distribution centres are not an issue of 
this scientific debate, the total function of transport 
costs to be minimised on the suggested logistics 
network is [2]: 

                                                         C = ∑∑∑∑
====

→+
n

k
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r

j

r

j
ijij

m

i
xcxc

1111
min                            (1) 

Production centres produce one type of 
goods in quantities p1 = 200000 t, p2 = 300000 t and 
p3 = 100000 t. Demand for such goods is b1 = 
400000 t and b2 = 180000 t. Only 200000 t can be 
distributed from each production centre to each 

distribution centre, and the same can be done from 
each distribution centre to each consumer.  

Transport costs differ and are shown in 
table 2 and table 3. 

 
Table 2: Transportation costs (€ 000 t) 

Plant to DC DC 1 DC 2 
Plant 1 5 5 
Plant 2 1 1 
Plant 3 1 0,5 

 
Table 3: Transportation costs (€ 000 t) 

DC to Customer DC 1 DC 2 
Customer 1 2 2 
Customer 2 12 12 

 
In table 4 we have set solution for mini-

mum cost network flow problem by us of Excel 
calculation table, or its add-in Solver. 

Firstly, single transport costs from 
production centres to distribution centres and from 
distribution centres to consumer centres (upper left 
part of the table) are entered into table 4, followed 
by information on transport capacities and 
distribution centres capacities (upper right part of 

the table). The decision variables represent quantities 
being transported from production centres to 
distribution centres and from distribution centres to 
consumer centres (lower left part of the table). 
Transport costs from production centres to 
distribution centres, from distribution centres to 
consumer centres, as well as total transport costs are 
shown in lower right part of the table.  
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Table 4: Minimum Cost Network Flow Problem 

 

 
 
A Solver Model is build in this way: 
Objective: Minimize $K$28 
Variables: $C$17:$D$19;$C$23:$D$24 
Constraints: 
Do not exceed supply at the plants 
$E$17:$E$19 ≤ $F$17:$F$19 
Meet customer demand 
$E$23:$E$24 ≥ $F$23:$F$24 
Do not exceed shipping capacity 
$C$17:$D$19 ≤ $K$6:$L$8 
$C$23:$D$24 ≤ $K$11:$L$12 
Flow conservation at the DCs 
$C$28:$D$28 = 0 

After formulating the model in this manner 
in Solver Parameters, click on Solve which activates 
the Solver programme calculating the value of 
variables in address sequence $C$17:$D$19 and 
$C$23:$D$24.  

Decision variables calculated in address 
sequence $C$17:$D$19 and $C$23:$D$24 define the 
optimum solution. Table 5 show the optimal 
solution to the problem by use of calculation table 
MS Excel. 

 
 

 
Table 5: Optimal Minimum Cost Network Flow Problem solution by use of calculation table 
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Based on the information from the table 5 it 

is clear that 180 t of goods should be shipped from 
the first production centre to first distribution cent-
re, 200 tons of goods from second production to 
first distribution centre and 100 tons of goods to 
second distribution centre. 100 tons of goods should 
be shipped from third production centre to second 
distribution centre. Therefore, 380 tons of goods will 
be shipped through first distribution centre as 
follows: to first consumer centre 200 tons of goods 
and 180 tons to second consumer centre. Second 
distribution centre will have shipped 200 tons of 
goods to first consumer centre. Minimum cost of 
such shipment amount to EUR 4 210 000 and are 
EUR 390 000 or 9,26% more favourable from the 
least acceptable solution obtained when the function 
is resolved by maximum. 

 
5. Conclusion 

Modern supply chains represent dynamic, 
flexible and responsive networks operating on 
"predict and process" principle, which is opposed to 
traditional approach "produce then sell". Quick 
response to changes in demand requires effective 
solution in all stages of supply chain: production, 
acquisition, stocking, transport and distribution. Lo-
wer number of participants, but also the domination 

of logistics operator characterize modern logistics 
network. Logistics operator is a factor, which suc-
cessfully designs and optimises the logistics network, 
which is more and more integrated into national, 
regional and/or global economic system. This is the 
main reason for transformation of traditional for-
warders into logistic operators offering not only 
transport, but also warehousing, information techno-
logy, and even production and global approach. 

The use of computer and computer applica-
tions has become basic tool in logistics network 
optimisation process. This is especially important 
because logistics network management represents 
new management concept that is trying to manage 
resources on the entire logistics network. In order 
for participant to complete their tasks it is necessary 
to have the logistics network competitively profiled. 
This is done through improvement of at least one of 
following three dimensions: service, speed and pro-
perty. When solving the problems on the network, 
user orientation of calculation tables has been pro-
ved, as it is not necessary to use programming met-
hods, or writing of programming instructions. In the 
example shown for use of calculation table in net-
work problem solving it is clear that all the activities 
are automated by use of functions and formulas in 
preparing the table through user application Solver. 
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